Further with Business Intelligence
The idea of marketing automation is a good one: use a tool that enables various marketing tactics to function reliaby.
While automation ensures email, direct mail, media and even catalogue campaigns run effeciently, it only represents the
starting point for developing a winning marketing strategy. It is not simply enough to push out messaging. The best
marketers react to their customers and understnad how they respond. Instead of setting and forgetting marketing
automation, the most successful marketers use events and triggers found within their data to adjust their strategy and
continually improve their results.
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Our Business Intelligence solution is built on the Pluris Integrated Marketing Solution (IMSTM) platform. Pluris IMSTM creates

The Pluris Difference
Powered by BI, our marketing automation platform is media-agnostic. We are a holistic marketer, so we can help you reach
customers through any channel, enabling them to interact with your business when, where, and how they prefer.
Pluris’ marketing automation platform fulfills the functions of all your one-off tools to optimize marketing activities across
all media. Dissimilar to single-serving Campaign Management Tools or Data Management Platforms, our marketing platform
is not limited to one specific process or function. We provide a comprehensive solution that handles everything from asset
management to analytics and reporting, with options for expanded capabilities to meet changing needs.

About Pluris
The team at Pluris is dedicated to helping companies in a range of industries succeed in omnichannel marketing. We work
with organizations to personalize consumer engagement. Pluris offers comprehensive methodologies for building marketing
solutions that mine customer interactions for actionable insights.
Pluris collaborates with your business to develop customized solutions that meet your unique marketing goals. We have a
long track record of guiding companies in the development of marketing strategies that win customer loyalty and increase the
bottom line.

Do you have the BI you need
to understand the health of your
business? Contact Pluris to learn
how to capture valuable data with the
right marketing automation platform.
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